Dear Sir/Madam,

CONSTRUCTION OF PIPELINE OUTSIDE PREMISES BOUNDARIES AT PUBLIC AREA OR AT COMMON PIPELINE CORRIDOR FOR SUPPLY AND TRANSFER OF PETROLEUM AND FLAMMABLE MATERIALS (P&FM)

The current Regulation 57 on Power of Commissioner to issue direction, which states that "The Commissioner may from time to time issue directions requiring a licensee to comply with such other requirements as he may determine including requirements which are specified in an accepted code of practice".

2. This circular is to direct and inform all P&FM licensees that for construction of pipeline outside premises boundaries at public area (including buried pipeline) or at common pipeline corridor to transport P&FM from one licensed premises to another, the person who construct the pipeline is required to submit QRA and obtain plans approval prior to the commencement of pipeline construction work. The design, construction and operation of pipeline shall comply with SS512.

3. This circular shall take immediate effect. Please assist to convey the contents of this circular to all concern parties for compliance please.

4. For any inquiry or clarification, please contact CPT Alice Seto at tel. no.: 68481485 (e-mail : alice_seto@scdf.gov.sg).

Yours faithfully,

ALICE SETO
Central Enforcement Department
for Commissioner
Singapore Civil Defence Force

(This is a computer-generated letter. No signature is required)